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The Problem



The Attacker



Initiative

� Your network is a static target.  The bad guys 
can strike whenever they want, wherever 
they want.  They have the initiative.

:jack :hehe come with yure ip i`ll add u to the new 40 bots
:jack :i owned and trojaned 40 servers of linux in 3 hours
:jack ::)))))
:jill :heh
:jill :damn 
:jack :heh
:jill :107 bots
:jack :yup



Anyone a target



Not out for fun

J4ck: why don't you start charging for packet attacks?
J4ck: "give me x amount and I'll take bla bla offline

for this amount of time”
J1LL: it was illegal last I checked
J4ck: heh, then everything you do is illegal. Why not 

make money off of it?
J4ck: I know plenty of people that'd pay exorbatent 

amounts for packeting



Criminal Activity

04:55:16 COCO_JAA: !cc
04:55:23 {Chk}: 0,19(0 COCO_JAA 9)0 CC for U :4,1 Bob Johns|P. O. Box
126|Wendel, CA 25631|United States|510-863-4884|4407070000588951 06/05 (All
This ccs update everyday From My Hacked shopping Database - You must
regular come here for got all this ccs) 8*** 9(11 TraDecS Chk_Bot FoR #goldcard9)
04:55:42 COCO_JAA: !cclimit 4407070000588951
04:55:46 {Chk}: 0,19(0 COCO_JAA 9)0 Limit for Ur MasterCard
(4407070000588951) : 0.881 $ (This Doesn't Mean Its Valid) 4*** 0(11 TraDecS 
Chk_bot FoR #channel)
04:56:55 COCO_JAA: !cardablesite
04:57:22 COCO_JAA: !cardable electronics
04:57:27 {Chk}: 0,19(0 COCO_JAA 9)0 Site where you can card electronics :
*** 9(11 TraDecS Chk_bot FoR #goldcard9)
04:58:09 COCO_JAA: !cclimit 4234294391131136
04:58:12 {Chk}: 0,19(0 COCO_JAA 9)0 Limit for Ur Visa (4264294291131136) :
9.697 $ (This Doesn't Mean Its Valid) 4*** 0(11 TraDecS Chk_bot FoR #channel)



Honeypots



Initiative

Honeypots allow you to take the initiative, 
they turn the tables on the bad guys.



Honeypots

A honeypot is an information system resource 
whose value lies in unauthorized or illicit use 

of that resource.



The Concept

� System has no production value, no 
authorized activity.

� A  security resource who’s value lies in being 
probed, attacked or compromised.

� Any interaction with the honeypot is most 
likely malicious in intent.



Flexible Tool

Honeypots do not solve a specific problem.  
Instead, they are a highly flexible tool with 
different applications to security.



Advantages

� Collect small data sets of high value, simple 
to analyze and manage.

� Vastly reduce false positives.
� Catch new attacks. 
� Work in encrypted or IPv6 environments.
� Minimal resources.



Disadvantages

� Limited scope of view
� Risk



Possible Uses

� Detection
� Intelligence Gathering
� Anti-Spam
� Anti-Worm
� Deception / Deterrence
� Incident Response



Types of Honeypots

� Low-interaction
� High-interaction

Interaction measures the amount of activity an 
attacker can have with a honeypot.



Low-Interaction

� Emulates services and operating systems.
� Easy to deploy, minimal risk
� Captures limited information

� Examples include Honeyd, Specter, 
KFSensor



Emulation of Services

QUIT* )
echo -e "221 Goodbye.\r"
exit 0;;

SYST* )
echo -e "215 UNIX Type: L8\r"
;;

HELP* )
echo -e "214-The following commands are recognized (* =>'s unimplemented).\r"
echo -e "   USER    PORT    STOR    MSAM*   RNTO    NLST    MKD     CDUP\r"
echo -e "   PASS    PASV    APPE    MRSQ*   ABOR    SITE    XMKD    XCUP\r"
echo -e "   ACCT*   TYPE    MLFL*   MRCP*   DELE    SYST    RMD     STOU\r"
echo -e "   SMNT*   STRU    MAIL*   ALLO    CWD     STAT    XRMD    SIZE\r"
echo -e "   REIN*   MODE    MSND*   REST    XCWD    HELP    PWD     MDTM\r"
echo -e "   QUIT    RETR    MSOM*   RNFR    LIST    NOOP    XPWD\r"
echo -e "214 Direct comments to ftp@$domain.\r"
;;

USER* )



Honeyd





KFSensor



High-interaction

� Provide real operating systems and services, 
no emulation.

� Complex to deploy, greater risk.
� Capture extensive information.

� Examples include ManTrap and Honeynets.



Honeynets

� Nothing more then one type of honeypot.
� High-interaction honeypot designed to 

capture in-depth information.
� Its an architecture, not a product or software. 
� Populate with live systems.



Honeynets

� Not a product, but an architecture.
� An entire network of systems designed to be 

compromised.
� Deployed on both external and internal 

networks.



How it works

Honeypot1

Honeypot2

Honeypot3

Honeypot4

Management Server

SwitchSwitch

Honeywall

Router

Honeynet

A highly controlled network 
where every packet entering 

or leaving is monitored, 
captured, and analyzed.

External Network



Distributed Honeynet

Pakistan

Karachi

Quetta

Lahore

Peshawar

Islamabad

Centralized 
Honeynet 
Database

IDS 
Logs

Firewall 
Logs

System 
Logs

TCPDump
Logs

Internet 
Exchanges

Educational 
Institutions

Service 
Providers

Large 
Organizations



Honeytokens

Pakistan

ISPs

Financial
Institutions

NADRA

Educational
Institutions

Decoy information hidden in specific 
applications like databases.

Hacker
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ALERT



Pakistan Honeynet Project

� Volunteer organization of security professionals 
researching cyber threats towards Pakistan.

� Member of international Honeynet Research 
Alliance which is part of The Honeynet Project.

� We want to share with you everything we have 
learned, how we learned it, and where we are going.

� Help Organizations and Government.



Bottom Line - Information

Can collect indepth data no other technology 
can.



Summary

� Honeypots are not a solution, they are a 
flexible tool with different applications to 
security.

� Honeynets are a complex type of honeypot, 
used primarily for information gathering.

� Just the beginning for honeypots.



Thank you, 
questions?

http://www.honeynet.org.pk

project@honeynet.org.pk


